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A message from our Founder and CEO

2022 has been another exciting year for us at Gateway, welcoming
several new team members and seeing people progress in their
roles. Many of you will know for me the last half of the year has been
a challenge after breaking my ankle and not being able to get into
the office for nearly 3 months. As a person who loves working with
the team this was a real challenge – as much for my mental health as
physical. I would like to say a huge thank you to my team for keeping
me sane, supporting me and making me feel super special and
welcome when I came back.

2023 is already looking to be exciting, with new CMI courses in
Diversity and Inclusion, revamped lunch and learn sessions and a
new hub for clients on the website full of really useful documents,
guides and articles.

2023 is also going to be challenging for many.  We want everyone to
know that we are here to support you, in order for you to be the best
for your teams and to weather some of the storms to come – and I
don’t just mean the rain.

Thank you for your continued support and I wish you, your teams
and families a very Happy Christmas and a Happy and Healthy 2023.

Emma

gatewayhr.com info@gatewayhr.com 01536 215240

A quick note from the editor

Welcome to our Winter 2022 Newsletter! If you're like me, you will be
wondering how on earth we got here so quickly! 

In this edition we have, what I initially thought was quite an eclectic
mix of topics: wellbeing, EDI and trust. BUT as I type these words, I
realise just how connected they are to each other in terms of mental
health.  How can you have positive mental health in the workplace
without trust, without having a sense of belonging and without having
conscientious employers who genuinely care about their employees?

I'd love to hear your thoughts! Happy reading!

Theresa



T'is not always the season to be
jolly..... 

As we move into the festive season, it’s worth bearing
in mind that whilst many people will be looking
forward to the holiday, others may find it a difficult
time of year. Whether that is because of missing
loved ones, work pressure, family duties, financial
difficulties, or something else altogether, we have
rounded up a few simple tips on how to support your
employees during the festive season.  

Speaking of stress, exercise is one of the best stress-
busters out there! 
It can be an absolute tonic for both physical and
mental health, so why not encourage exercise by
having walking meetings or arranging a fitness
challenge or charity walk? Here at Gateway, the
wonderful Emma has arranged for short yoga
sessions to be held every day and there’s hardly a
lunchbreak goes by where you won’t see Sally or
Theresa going for a stroll around the estate!
Implementing ways to encourage exercise can cost
nothing and will go a long way to reducing stress and
anxiety. You can also roll this over into the new year;
many people arrive back from the Christmas break
feeling the effects of having overindulged so a fun
exercise activity can supply a much-needed energy
boost.

When arranging any festive fun, you can also consider
how to make the events as accessible as possible for as
many employees as possible. 
This doesn’t necessarily mean giving up your usual big
party if you don’t want to, but to consider those who
don’t attend. Maybe you could also do something as
small as arranging a low-key buffet in the office and
having quiet break out areas for people to escape to if
needed. If you don’t know what kind of event your
employees will appreciate, you can always ask them!

Don’t force the fun! 
Some people will feel pressured by the expectation to
join in with social events such as Christmas parties
which can result in stress and anxiety. It’s also worth
considering how diverse our workforce is because it’s
not only the socially anxious that may not want to
participate in compulsory fun. With around 10% of the
UK population estimated to be neurodivergent as well
as having a wide mix of people of different ages,
personality types and from different cultures, it's near
on impossible to find a social activity that will suit all
employees. Whilst it can be great for morale and team
building to get everybody together and it can be an
excellent way to thank the team for a year of hard
work, don’t force the issue if somebody doesn’t want
to participate for any reason

written by Stacey Duncan (Assoc. CIPD)

Ensure you check in with your team members
regularly to see how they are.  
Whilst some employees may not show any signs that
they are struggling with the festive season, others may
display uncharacteristic behaviour such as being more
quiet than usual or frequent lateness.  Often, they will
just appreciate having a trusted manager or colleague
to talk to, but you can also signpost them to other
support if needed. If you have an EAP and / or Mental
Health Champions or First Aiders, these can often be a
good starting point. Even if you don’t have these
resources, you can signpost to other brilliant supports
such as the Samaritans, Mind, Cruse or any local
support or charities.

Encourage your employees to switch off and take a
break. 
With the increased stress levels that can arise in
December, it’s imperative to ensure people aren’t over-
working to avoid burn-out. Whether they choose to
spend their time off socialising with family or friends or
catching up on some much-needed sleep, a good break
from work can do wonders for mental well-being. 



Promote internal and nationally available support
services.
According to figures published by the Bank of England
in 2020, the average household spends 29% more in
December than in a typical month. Unsurprisingly,
many people feel under increased financial pressure at
this time of year, and this could be further exacerbated
this year by the cost-of-living crisis. Even if you don’t
have internal resources such as an EAP to offer, you can
promote nationally available support services such as
the National Debt Helpline, Step Change and Citizens
Advice. You can also consider whether you can
implement a financial wellbeing programme in the new
year. For those of you who subscribe to our HR Hub,
please feel free to download our cost-of-living toolkit to
help you with this.

Last but not least, don’t forget to take time out of your
own busy schedule to look after yourself too. 
December often brings an array of extra work and stress
for managers and HR professionals so taking care of
your own well-being is of paramount importance. One
simple but effective tip is to have a happy hour at least
once a week. By happy hour, I don’t necessarily mean
downing cocktails but if you spend much of your time
looking after other people, be that family, colleagues or
employees, you should look after your own mental
health and spend an hour doing something nice just for
yourself. Whether that means a book or a bubble bath
or a run around the park, do what makes you happy! 

Maybe give the Action for Happiness calendar for
December a go (see below).  Every month they publish
a calendar of daily actions to bring happiness into your
life.  www.actionforhappiness.orgRemind your employees of what benefits your

organisation offers. 
Whether this is an EAP, retail discounts or health cash
plans, employees can often forget what fantastic
benefits they have access to. Create a round-up of your
benefits along with how to access them and send it out
to your employees to refresh them on what support and
resources they can utilise to improve their well-being.

The festive season can be challenging for all of us to
varying degrees, so we hope that the above helps
you to support you and your employees’ well-being
during this period and ensures that you all return
from the break feeling refreshed, motivated, and
ready to smash it in 2023! 



So Caroline, when and why was Infinitas formed?

What makes you different to other accountancy firms?

Daisy's Day Trip
Our C.O.O. Theresa has recently been singing the praises of local

accountants Infinitas, so this month Daisy paid them a visit to see
what all the fuss was about and ask Founder, Caroline Armstrong,

Victoria Gillingwater...... and team dog Bonnie a few questions!
 

So Caroline,  when and why did you form
Infinitas?

"Infinitas was formed in 2020. The reason for creation was
to provide clients with a better service that embraced
technology which current industry models were not
getting right. Traditional smaller practice provided a large
focus on client service but did not embrace technology.
Bigger practice pushed technology but lost customer
service. The Accountancy industry was seeing a drive to
electronical file returns due to changes at HMRC and it was
clear that HMRC had a lot of investment to continue this
drive.  

 
The timing of COVID one month after our creation could
have been seen as a risk to our start up but as we were
already paperless and had a concept of communication via
many different platforms, we saw rapid growth where our
competitors and many businesses had to work hard to
adjust and react to the changing environment." 

 

"We are proactive and work 'in year' with clients rather than
providing a reactive year end service that is driven by
deadlines. We work to help people and business owners to
make decisions during their year to support their objectives
whether it's to save tax, grow or retire."

 

"We pride ourselves on client service and that is why we
don’t use timesheets to encourage our team to focus on
the whole client rather than watching a clock or budget.
Timesheets are a well known backbone to how
accountancy firms drive their client billing, service and
measure their staff performance."

Emma and Daisy with Victoria and Bonnie

"It is hard to name just one thing! Infinitas really is different
to any other accountancy firm and I feel very grateful to
have been here so early on in the journey as I receive a lot of
opportunities.

At Infinitas we know that team work is fundamental in the
day to day work. We know that our voices are always heard
and that our contributions will never be overlooked. Being
such a tech driven firm we can easily see each stage of
every job which helps me visibly see the value that I and
others bring to the table. I feel so fortunate to work with
such a fantastic team at Infinitas, I know that every
member of the team feels incredibly valued.
 
We pride ourselves in completing everything to a high
standard and having the software to help us to achieve that
is key. Over the past two years we’ve had some incredible
feedback from our clients which really helps us to know our
hard work is constantly paying off!

Bonnie’s favourite part is definitely the constant supply of
treats and fusses!"

 

Victoria and Bonnie - what is your favourite thing
about being part of the Infinitas team?

"We pride ourselves on client service and that
is why we don’t use timesheets to encourage
our team to focus on the whole client rather

than watching a clock or budget."

Discover how Infinitas can help you achieve your
goals - visit www.infinitasaccountants.com



Here we grow again!
We now have 2 more new team members!

Since our last newsletter, our team has continued to grow! In addition to another member of
the HR team, we now have a Digital Marketing Assistant - get us!! 

In August we were very lucky to be joined by Sarah McGillick.  Sarah has a huge
amount of HR knowledge and experience and has an inner sense of calm that
radiates down the phone line and across fibre connections! 

Sarah was a HR Business Partner before joining us and we know just how great her
previous employer is, so we feel very privileged that she chose to join us! From
recruitment to strategic planning, Sarah has a passion for HR and we are delighted
that she will be using her skills, knowledge and experience for the benefit of our
clients. 

Sarah is great fun to be around and is always thinking of others. In her spare time
she enjoys raising money for charity in fun and interesting ways, including running
Race for Life (several times) and organising acoustic nights.

That same month we were joined by Ben Wright who is doing his best to bring us
into the 21st Century with our digital marketing..... you may already have noticed his
work - the cool promo video for this year's Attract, Retain and Developing People
Conference - that was his work!

Ben is one of those rare people who are creative yet analytical and logical - perfect
skills for the role!

Outside of work, Ben is a committed gamer, ranking in the top 1% of Valorant players
in the EU. When he is not attached to his PC, he is a keen photographer and so will be
found snapping people and landscapes capturing life through the lens.

Special 
Offer

Our HR Starter Packs contain all your
key policies and employment contracts

and ensure you're compliant with
employment law.

 
Our new HR Hub is an amazing online

resource containing templates for
letters and forms, how-to guides, top

tips and so much more!
 

If you purchase an Optimum HR Starter
Pack before 31st Jan 2023, you will

receive a 12-month subscription to our
HR Hub (worth £345 + VAT) for FREE!!! 

 
Email info@gatewayhr.com for more information or visit gatewayhr.com



Called but not seen
A poem by Freda, Hill Homes Care 

Skies the colour of turquoise with soft white clouds
scattered randomly throughout.
Trees tall with branches that spread like large but
elegant arms waiting to be embraced.
Soft silky sands of deep hues of yellow and beige
caressing our feet.
Warm deep blue sea emerald in part teasing the edge
of the beach.
Fruits so fresh the juices flowed like little streams when
bitten into.
Stars so bright, twinkling in the night, along with
fireflies such a beautiful sight.
Mama baking in the kitchen the smell drifting along the
blanket of the warm air until it reached our nostrils
beckoning us to follow it back to its origins.
Mama laughing at our eagerness to taste her cakes
made with love.
Running down the hills racing each other to see who
could get to the school gates first. Greeted by the
teacher at the gate with a hug and a smile.
Come along now children, ushering us in.
Those days passed in a flash as though a dream.
Then we got the call. The “mother” land needed us!
Come “mother” needs your help.
Eager to please, ready and anticipating new adventures,
we packed our grips heading to big ships that would be
our home for the next few weeks.
Best suits on, our biggest smiles amid tears rolling
down our cheeks at the thought of leaving loved ones
behind.
Last hugs, kisses and words of wisdom we said our
goodbyes.
Days passed as we sailed across the ocean. Which at
times appeared erratic in their motions.
Sometimes calm, sometimes angry, sometimes sad and
even happy.
Friends were made and acquaintances rekindled, as we
excitedly spoke of what the future could hold.
Finally! “Mother” we’re here. We’ve answered your call.
You needed us, you were in trouble. We’re here
standing tall.
Ready we’re ready to do what we can to help “mother”
our motherland.
Grip in hand, dressed crisp in our suits topped with
trilby hats ever so smart, we had it like that!

 
Hill Homes exists in order to help give older people the opportunity to live in a home for life.  
Freda is one of their many dedicated care and support workers - we're sure you'll agree, she is also a very
talented writer.

Where are you “mother”? We asked as time went by the
unified question….one word, WHY.
Huddled together in colds never known. Why “mother”
why this is not home!
Why did you call us, say you needed help when the
truth is you don’t want us, see us or need us.
No new friends, no brotherly love. No big sister to
lovingly scold us. No uncles, no aunts. No grandma to
run to.
Where’s grandpa? He’d always been there, this life
“mother’s” called us to is so unfair.
We can’t eat the food, it’s just so bland. What will
become of us in this so-called motherland.
You don’t see us!
We work so hard, trying our best. Only to be
abandoned, never passing the test.
NOT even adopted, not given the chance. You don’t
want us, not even a glance.
“Mother” …… where are you?
Don’t you see us?
We fought in the wars, flying your planes. Tended to the
injured just to be called names.
“MOTHER!!!”
We fixed roads, built houses, working from dawn to
dusk like robots in factories. We drove the buses and
the trains, while our Hopes and dreams are washed
down the
drain. There was no stopper, no plug in the sink…we’re
ebbing away like spilt ink.
“MOTHER” WHERE ARE YOU??
Don’t’ YOU see us?
Grey skies and smog greet us each morning,
Still, we try our best, a new day is dawning.
We mustn’t give up. No, we can't do that! we’re still
dressing smart with our trilby hats.
We form new communities, we have no choice, we have
to stand tall we can't lose our voice!!!
Skies the colour of turquoise with soft white clouds
scattered randomly throughout.
Trees tall with branches that spread like large but
elegant arms waiting to embrace.
The warm breeze caresses our face, and, in our ear, a
soft sweet voice gently whispers as tears begin to fall. 
Welcome home my child. Come now, stand tall.

Freda

Our clients often do great things when it comes to their employees, but we don't often get to shout about it.
So, we were delighted when Freda gave us permission to share the poem she wrote during Black History
Month, when Hill Homes handed over their weekly Newsletter to their black employees and tenants.  This is a
great example of how they promote a sense of belonging among the diverse cultures that exist in their team
of employees and service users. 



“In the absence of trust, you will have dysfunction” Patrick Lencioni

Think about every relationship you've ever had in life - work, family, friends, love        ..........

Which have stood the test of time? Those that were built on a solid foundation of trust of course!

I urge every business leader, manager and owner, please let developing and maintaining trust among your people
be a constant source of focus and effort. 

What Lencioni shared in his 5 Dysfunctions of a Team model, is that everything else you work towards is
underpinned by trust. 

Steven Covey (author of The Speed of Trust) says that ‘Innovation is the collision of difference’ and I couldn’t agree
more. As a performance coach who helps others develop their people and performance, I know that progress itself, is
fundamentally built on a necessity of conflict. Conflict of opinion, ideas and beliefs etc.  Imagine an environment
without trust, unhealthy conflict would create suspicion, divisiveness and destruction …not so good eh! 

BUT an environment full of trust, and therefore healthy conflict, will allow creativity, synergy and collaboration to
thrive …now that’s better right!

So, how do you go about building, or maybe even re-building trust? Harvard Business School psychologist Frances
Frei provides some great guidance in her Ted Talk, in which she talks about the need for empathy, logic and
authenticity.  You can watch the video here: https://youtu.be/pVeq-0dIqpk 

In the absence of just one of the above, the level of trust will be affected. If all of them are missing, well, then you are
in trouble.  So why, do some choose to ignore the challenge of dealing with trust issues? Because there is a great
vulnerability to developing trust and a period time in which you may feel exposed in some way.  

Only time and fully transparent honesty will develop complete trust - but believe me (and Patrick) it is most definitely
worth it!

Graham's Words of Wisdom

Friday 2nd December 2022                    Annual Conference

Wednesday 4th January 2023               Start of next Level 3 CMI Management & Leadership course

Tuesday 10th January 2023                     Lunch and Learn - Goal Setting and Motivation
 
Wednesday 11th January 2023               Delivering Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace

Thursday 19th January 2023                   Start of next Advanced Leadership Programme (Level 5)

Thursday 26th January 2023                  Management & Leadership Course Discovery Session

Thursday 2nd February 2023                 Coaching and Mentoring Course Discovery Session

Tuesday 7th February 2023                    Lunch and Learn - Inclusion and Belonging

Thursday 9th February 2023                  *CMI Level 3 Principles of Equality, Diversity and Inclusive Working Practices - new course!!

 

Remember, we are here for all your HR and training needs,
so just pick up the phone and call 01536 215240 to discover
how we can help you get the best from your people!

 
Dates for your diary
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It's Competition Time!!!

gatewayhr.com 01536 215240info@gatewayhr.com
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Email your answers to info@gatewayhr.com before 31/12/22 to be in with a chance of
winning a £50 Amazon gift voucher - winners will be selected at random. Good luck!

Can you solve these Christmas dingbats?


